Erosion &
Sediment Control
Case Study #8

Kingston, ON – Fort Henry – National Historic Site of Canada

TERRAFIX CASE STUDY
Kingston, ON – Fort Henry –
National Historic Site of Canada
INSTALLATION DATE
Fall 2012
PROJECT ENGINEER/OWNER
Genivar (now WSP)
CONTRACTOR
O. Bettschen Construction Ltd.
SUBDISTRIBUTOR
Geosynthetic Systems
CHALLENGE
Due to the steep topography of this National
Historic Site, steeps swales in the maintenance
facility area were required to be protected from
aggressive storm runoff during major rainfall
events.
SOLUTION
Genivar (now WSP) specified Scourstop™ to
protect three steep swales while still achieving a
grass appearance.
PROJECT OVERVIEW
After the steep swales were graded, O.
Bettschen Construction installed 50 sqm (34
panels) of Scourstop™ over a sod layer.
Using a ground rod driver and a bullet driver,
anchors were installed to help the mats conform
to the native topography, securing the mat to the
soil in a uniform manner.
Fabricated from semi-rigid polymer, ScourStop™
transition mat is a biotechnical replacement for hard
armor. It is a mechanically-anchored 1.22m x 1.22m
x 0.011m thick mat designed with voids throughout
the structure which enable vegetative growth.
Scourstop™ provides mechanical protection over
highly erosive areas; like stormwater pipe outfalls, curb
outfalls, over-flow structures, and shorelines. Transition
mats provide protection against much higher shear stress
and velocities than vegetation alone or rock rip rap; and
are comparable in performance to Articulated Concrete
Blocks.
With the panels concealed by vegetation and protecting part of
this historic site, Parks Canada staff members are very pleased
with this innovative erosion control solution.

Fort Henry - National Historic Site of Canada

View of upper swale after installation

Installation of Scourstop panels over sod to provide maximum protection

View of second swale after installation

Two years after installation

View upslope of third swale

Two years after installation

Scourstop providing mechanical protection over vegetation.
Circular shaped lock washers with bullet anchors secure mats to the soil

What’s new and exciting at
terrafix® Geosynthetics?
Siltsoxx™ is a sediment-trapping device which
uses filter media materials applied with a
pneumatic blower device or equivalent. Siltsoxx™
trap sediment by filtering the water passingthrough the Siltsoxx™ also allowing water to
pond, creating a settling of solids behind
Siltsoxx™.
Siltsoxx™ is used in any area requiring sediment
control to keep runoff in the form of sheet flow. The
use of Siltsoxx™ applies to areas of high sheet
erosion, on steep slopes up to and exceeding a 2:1
slope, and in other disturbed areas of construction sites
requiring sediment control. Siltsoxx™ may also be used
in sensitive environmental areas, where migration of
aquatic life is impeded by the use of other sediment
controls. Filter media used in Siltsoxx™ also have the
ability to bind various contaminants contained in runoff.

At terrafix ®, we provide
powerful new technologies
in geosynthetic products
and services for construction
and environmental applications.
These new technologies can
save you installation time and
money.... and we can prove it!

Lunch & Learn
terrafix® offers a project specific approach to solving your
erosion & sediment and stormwater management
solutions.
We offer detailed assistance from the design stage to
onsite support. With a professional staff of experienced
engineers and specialists, we are available to assist
designers and clients in selecting cost effective solutions.
If you are interested in an office Lunch & Learn, please
contact our office at (416) 674-0363 ext. 241.

Additional Information
For stormwater and erosion control challenges,
please call us at 416-674-0363, ext. 241 or
e-mail jjbreede@terrafixgeo.com
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terrafix® offers a turnkey
approach to solving your
environmental
problems.
From
engineering
to
construction, our team of
professionals are committed to providing the most
advanced
engineering
solutions
to
today’s
environmental challenges.
We
have
technical
experts
available
every
day
to
answer your technical questions and to
give
you
engineering
solutions in which you can
have confidence.
Because we carry the
complete line of geosynthetic
products you can count on
us to have inventory available
when you need it. And, many
of our products can be custom
cut and fabricated to fit the
requirements of your project
which will save you labour costs,
installation time and minimize
waste. Ask us about it!

terrafix® has been in business for
40 years. We have a track
record of success and
reliability. You can be certain
that we will be here when you need us.
Call on terrafix® for all your geosynthetic
product or service applications!

